Joseph Loves Others
Genesis 41-42:26, 43:15-34

This is Joseph. (Point to Joseph. Pronounced: Joe-sehf.)
When Joseph was a boy, his brothers were NOT kind to him. They SOLD him to some
people who made him work extra hard in a faraway land called Egypt.
Let me see you give Joseph’s brothers two thumbs down for being so mean.
(Everyone shows two thumbs down.)
While Joseph was working hard in Egypt, someone told a lie about him, and he was
put into jail.
Does this sound like fun to you? (No)
But, even though all of these bad things happened to him, God helped Joseph LOVE
(hug self) OTHERS (point to kids).
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God gave Joseph the ability to understand dreams that other people had.
The King of Egypt had a strange dream and needed Joseph’s help.
Joseph could have been mad at the king for keeping him in jail for a long time. But
Joseph chose to show LOVE (hug self) to the king by helping him understand his
dreams.
Let’s all give Joseph two thumbs up for LOVING OTHERS. (Everyone shows two thumbs
up.)
Joseph told the King his dream meant that in seven years, no more food would grow.
Let me hear you say, “Oh no!” (Everyone says, “Oh no!”)
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Joseph helped the King come up with a plan to store all the food they could now so
that they would have plenty when the food stopped growing.
Let me hear you clap for Joseph. (Everyone claps.)

The King loved this plan, and he put Joseph in charge of this HUGE job!
Joseph and his men worked hard over the next seven years. And when the time came
for the food to stop growing, Egypt had plenty of food to eat.
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Joseph’s family did not live in Egypt. They were hungry and needed food. So his
brothers (point to brothers) traveled to Egypt to ask for food.
But Joseph’s brothers did NOT know that they were asking (point to Joseph) Joseph
for food! But Joseph knew who they were!
Everyone give yourself a big hug. (Everyone hugs self.)
Instead of being mean to his brothers, like they had been to him, Joseph showed
LOVE (hug self) to his brothers by giving them food.
God wants you (point to kids) and me (thumbs to chest) to LOVE (hug self) OTHERS
(point to kids) just like Joseph did.
If you can LOVE OTHERS, let me hear you say this after me: (Pause to allow kids to
repeat.)
Love (hug self)
Others (point to others)
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